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electrical contacts aligned to provide the well-known 
opposed pairs of electrical leads for the DIP. A lever 
or cam for actuating the switch is assembled without 
the need for conventional fasteners, such as screws or 
adhesives and the like, thereby permitting rapid manu 
facture of the switch without the time consumption 
and skill otherwise required for assembly using such 
conventional fasteners. 

15 Claims, 16 Drawing Figures 
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OPERATING MEANS FOR HERMETICALLY 
SEALED DOUBLE-THROW DOUBLE-POLE 

SWITCH 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

This application is a continuation-in-part application 
of Ser. No. 364,779, ?led May 29, 1973, and now aban 
doned, which is a continuation-in-part of application 
Ser. No. 325,480, ?led Jan. 22, 1973, and now aban 
doned. The present invention relates to a double-throw 
double-pole switch the design of which requires but a 
minimum number of parts and a minimum requirement 
for fasteners, adhesives and the like thereby facilitating 
ease in manufacture. The switch is additionally well 
adapted for miniaturization in the form of a microelec 
tronic component known as a dual-in-line package 
(DIP). The poles of the switch are in the form of elec 
trical contacts aligned to provide the well-known op 
posed pairs of electrical leads for the DIP. A lever or 
cam for actuating the switch is assembled without the 
need for conventional fasteners, such as screws or ad 
hesives and the like, thereby permitting rapid manufac 
ture of the switch without the time consumption and 
skill otherwise required for assembly using such con 
ventional fasteners. 
As a further feature of the present invention, the 

switch includes a carriage which is slidably displaceable 
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internally of the switch. The carriage includes electrical ’ 
contacts for bridging between selected contacts to 
complete corresponding electrical circuits in the famil 
iar double-throw double-pole switch operation. The 
housing for the carriage and contacts which is in the 
form of a DIP package receives the switch actuating 
lever of one embodiment through an aperture provided 
in the housing. The housing portion which encircles the 
lever is utilized as a fulcrum against which the lever is 
pivoted in order to actuate the switch carriage and 
thereby either complete or interrupt the aforemen 
tioned electricalcircuits. A rubber grommet is applied 
over the lever portion which protrudes through the 
housing to provide a dust cover for covering the aper 
ture which receives the lever therethrough. In addition 
the housing is, provided with aprojection internally 
thereof over which the lever is forced to engage and 
slidably traverse. Accordingly such a projection pro 
vides some frictional resistance to pivotal motion of the 
lever as the lever is traversed thereover. Once the lever 
is pivoted to either of two fully pivoted positions which 
cause either completion or interruption of the double 
pole double-throw circuits through the switch, the lever 
will become disengaged from the projection, with the 
projection serving therefore to latch the lever in such 
fully pivoted positions and prevent unwanted move 
ment of the lever in the absence offorces applied 
thereto, which forces are required to operate the lever. 

According to another preferred embodiment of the 
present invention the lever is replaced by a stepped cy 
lindrical cam element which is rotatable about its cylin 
drical axis. The stepped cam element advantageously 
receives a sealing ring thereover to seal the interior of 
the switch. A short dowel or shaft depends from the 
cam element and is offset from the axis of rotation such 
that as the cam element is rotated the dowel or shaft is 
pivoted through a circular arc. The dowel or shaft is re 
ceived in a transverse slot of the carriage, whereby the 
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carriage is slidably displaced as the dowel is rotated 
through its arc of displacement. The cam element is ca 
pable of 360° rotation and can never be overstressed or 
broken during actuation thereof. 

In either of the embodiments, the base and cover 
latch together with large surface areas of abutting sur 
faces to provide seals preventing the ?ow of contami 
nants into the switch. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 

to provide a double-throw double-pole switch capable 
of miniaturization into a DIP package, with the electri 
cal poles of the switch arranged to provide depending 
electrical leads for the DIP. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a double-throw double-pole switch in the form of a DIP 
package with the electrical poles of the switch provid 
ing depending electrical leads for the DIP package, the 
switch further including a carriage which is slidably dis 
placeable internally of the switch and a lever pivotally 
connected to the carriage and protruding from the 
housing, which lever is pivoted to ?rst and second posi 
tions for either interrupting or completing the electrical 
circuits through the poles of the switch, and wherein 
the housing is provided with a projection over which 
the lever is slidably traversed in order to latch the lever 
in its ?rst and second positions in the absence of forces 
applied to the lever. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a double-throw double-pole switch wherein the electri 
cal poles of the switch provide externally protruding 
electrical leads for the switch, and wherein the electri 
cal circuits through the poles are either interrupted or 
completed by pivoting a lever to either of two positions, 
thereby causing a carriage containing electrical bridg 
ing contacts to be slidably displaced internally of the 
switch, with the electrical contacts thereof either bridg 
ing between selected poles to complete the electrical 
circuits through the switch, the lever being pivotally 
connected to the carriage without the need for conven 
tional fasteners or adhesives. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a double-throw double-pole switch containing a hous 
ing, a plurality of contacts in the housing providing the 
switch poles, a slidable carriage having electrical 
contacts bridging between selected electrical poles to 
complete electrical circuits through the switch, a lever 
pivotally connected to the carriage and pivotally dis 
placeable to either of two positions for interrupting or 
completing the electrical circuits, and with the lever 
protruding through a housing containing the switch 
with a portion of the housing encircling the lever to 
provide a fulcrum over which the lever is pivoted to 
slidably displace the carriage. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a switch of miniature size adapted for mounting on a 
printed circuit board wherein the component parts of 
the switch are assembled to provide overlapping seams 
having relatively long barrier paths sealing the interior 
of the switch from solder ?ow and other types of con 
taminate ?ow. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a miniature switch for mounting on a printed circuit 
board, wherein the interior of the switch is substantially 
sealed to permit immersion of the switch together with 
the printed circuit board in cleaning solutions and to 
prevent all additional types of contaminants from en 
tering theswitch. 
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Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a double-throw double-pole switch containing a hous 
ing, a plurality of contacts in the housing providing the 
switch pole, a slidable carriage having electrical 
contacts bridging between selected electrical poles to 
complete electrical circuits to the switch, a stepped cy 
lindrical cam element which is advantageously sealed 
to the cover of the housing, an offset dowel or shaft on 
the cam element which is displaceable through an are 
upon rotation of the cam element, and the carriage 
being provided with a transverse slot receiving the 
dowel therein, such that the carriage is displaceable 
along a linear axis upon displacement of the dowel 
about a curvilinear path when the cam element is ro 
tated about 360° of arcuate displacement. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a switch having a displaceable carriage actuated by a 
cam element which is capable of 360° rotation without 
breakage, which cam element causes back and forth 
displacement of the carriage during such 360° rotation. 

Other objects and many attendant advantages of the 
present invention will become apparent upon perusal 
of the following detailed description taken in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective of a 

preferred embodiment of the present invention illus 
trating a . plurality of double-throw double-pole 
switches according to the present invention arranged in 
a DIP package mounted on a circuit board; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken along 

the line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective of the 

switch illustrated in FIG. 1 with certain of the compo 
nent parts thereof illustrated in exploded con?guration 
to illustrate the details thereof; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken along 

the line 4-4 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken along 

the line 5-5 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective of an 

other preferred embodiment according to the present 
invention; > 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary enlarged section taken along 
the line 7—7 of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 8 is an enlarged section of the switch taken 

along the lines 8—8 of FIG. 6; 
FIG. 9 is a fragmentary enlarged perspective of the 

preferred embodiment illustrated in FIG. 8 with the 
component parts thereof in exploded con?guration to 
illustrate the details thereof; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary enlarged section taken along 

the lines 10-10 of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 11 is an enlarged plan of a carriage component 

part of the preferred embodiment illustrated in FIG. 9; 
and 
FIG. 12 is an enlarged section taken along the lines 

12-12 of FIG. 10. 
FIG. 13 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective with 

parts broken away and with parts in section to illustrate 
the details thereof of a preferred embodiment accord 
ing to the present invention; 
FIG. 14 is an enlarged fragmentary section of an as— 

sembled switch embodiment disclosed in FIG. 13; 
FIG. 15 is an enlarged section taken along the line 

15-15 of FIG. 14; and 
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FIG. 16 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken 

along line 16-16 of FIG. 14. 
With more particular reference to the drawings there 

is illustrated in FIG. 1 generally at 1 a switch according 
to the present invention. As shown in FIGS. 1, 2, and 
5 the switch is provided with a base 2 of dielectric ma 
terial having integral projecting sidewall portions 4 and 
6 giving the base a generally channel shaped con?gura 
tion extending in an elongated direction. The base fur 
ther includes a plurality of spaced partitions generally 
bridging between the sidewall portions 4 and 6, with 
two of the partitions being illustrated at 8 and 10 in 
FIGS. 4 and 5. Accordingly the sidewalls and each pair 
of partitions of the base cooperate to provide an inte 
rior compartment, an exemplary one of which is illus 
trated at 12. Each of the compartments contains 
therein a double-throw double-pole switch according 
to the present invention, it being understood that either 
one or a plurality of switches may be fabricated accord 
ing to the present invention with a corresponding one 
or a plurality of compartments being fabricated on the 
base to correspond with the number of switches de 
sired. 
As more particularly shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the 

outer surfaces of sidewalls 4 and 6 are provided with a 
plurality ofspaced generally parallel grooves, one of 
which is shown at 14 in FIG. 3. Each of the grooves re 
ceives therein a corresponding resilient metal spring 
16, 16’ or 16". Each of the springs 16, 16' or 16" is 
generally of elongated metal strip form received inter 
nally of a corresponding groove 14, as shown more par 
ticularly in FIG. 3. The grooves accordingly space the 
springs 16, 16' and 16" in aligned spaced relationship 
along the sidewalls 4 and 6 of the base. Each of the 
springs has an end portion 18 protruding from the base 
2 to form depending electrically conducting leads or 
terminals for external connection to a printed circuit 
board 20. The aligned springs 16, 16' and 16" thereby 
form electrical contacts with depending terminals or 
electrical leads 18 which are also aligned along the 
sidewalls 4 and 6 of the base. The spacings between the 

‘ aligned leads correspond with the spacings between ap 
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ertures 22 of the printed circuit board 20 into which 
the leads 18 are inserted. In the usual manner, well 
known in the prior art, the apertures 22 of the printed 
circuit board 20 are lined with plating, with solder ?lled 
into the plating lined apertures to form solder joints be 
tween the plating lined apertures and the electrical 
leads 18. The plating lined apertures then mechanically 
and electrically support the leads or terminals 18. Cus 
tomarily the printed circuit board is provided with a 
plurality of circuit paths thereon, some of which are il 
lustrated at 24, which are joined electrically to the sol 
der joints to thereby connect the electrical leads or ter 
minals 18 with corresponding conductor paths on the 
printed circuit board. As shown, each of the depending 
electrical leads or terminals 18 may be formed with a 
?ute 26 which performs the functions of stiffening the 
leads 18, to resist bending and misalignment, and pro 
viding a channel shaped groove on one side of the lead, 
which allows solder to flow therealong and to be 
wicked therealong in the well-known wicking behavior 
of molten solder, and on the other side of the lead pro 
viding an outwardly bulged con?guration, to render an 
apparent increase in thickness of the lead which sub 
stantially ?lls the clearance between the aperture 22 
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and the lead which is relatively thin in thickness except 
for the outwardly bulged ?ute portion 26 thereof. 
Again with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3, taken in con 

junction with FIGS. 4 and 5, the other end 28 of each 
spring or contact 16, 16' and 16" is generally of in 
verted U-shape to provide a reversely curved portion to 
overlie the corresponding sidewall 4 or 6 and to project 
generally into the corresponding internal cavity 12 de 
fined between the sidewalls 4 and 6. Adjacent one of 
the terminal ends of each spring or-contact is provided 
a protruding arcuate button or projection 30 to provide 
an arcuate electrical contact surface as will be ex 
plained hereinafter. As shown in FIG. 2, the end por 
tions 28 of the springs generally project into the cavity 
12 and in diagonal diverging relationship with the cor 
responding sidewalls 4 and 6. This.‘ permits the spring 
portions 28 to be resiliently de?ected in resilient spring 
fashion and in cantilever motion from its diverging rela 
tionship toward the corresponding sidewalls 4 and 6 as 

' will be explained hereinafter. 
With more particular reference to FIGS. 2 — 5, there 

is illustrated a carriage generally at 32. The carriage 32 
is of dielectric material and is generally of rectangular 
block con?guration. Each side'of the block has a corre 
sponding recess 34 or 36 on the external surface 
thereof. Each side further is provided thereon with a 
electrical conductor strip of resilient spring metal 38 or 
40. The two conductor strips form spring contacts 
which are provided at the ends thereof with corre 
sponding generally laterally formed U-shaped portions 
38’ and 40’. Each of the spring contacts 38 and 40 is 
assembled to a corresponding side of the block with the 
ends 38’ and 40' partially encircling the ends of the 
block as shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. The U-shaped por 
tions 38' and 40' thereby resiliently grip onto the pe 
riphery of the carriage 32 by resilient spring action. 
Since the contacts‘ 38 and 40 are of resilient spring ma 
terial, no additional fasteners are required, the resilient 
nature of the contacts thereby resiliently gripping on 
the outer periphery of the carriage 32 without the need 
for additional fasteners. 'As a further feature of the 
present invention, the carriage 32 is provided with a 
generally central aperture 42 generally of rectangular 
con?guration. Two of the opposed inner sides of the 
carriage which‘ de?ne the aperture 42 are provided 
with generally inverted grooves 44 ‘and 46 each of 
which terminates into a rounded arcuate end portion as 
more particularly shown in FIGS. 2 — 4. The aperture 
42 receives therethrough an elongated lever generally 
illustrated at 48 fabricated of dielectric material and 
having an enlarged central portion 50 which is gener 
ally rectangular in cross section, with one end of the 
portion 50 being generally rounded at 52. Adjacent to 
the rounded end 52 are provided a pair of outwardly 
projecting arcuate dowel ‘portions 54. For example, the ' 
dowel portions 54 may be molded integrally with the 
portion 50 of the lever, or, in the alternative, a single 
hole may be drilled through the lever and provided with 
a single dowel which projects on either side of the lever 
50 to provide the protruding dowel portions 54. The 
other end of the lever 48 is provided with a generally 
cylindrical knob 56 having a groove 58 in the circular 
or cylindrical periphery thereof. 
As shown in the ?gures, the lever 48 is received 

freely through the aperture 42 of the carriage 32, with 
the dowel portions 54 in registration within corre 
sponding rounded ends of the grooves 44 and 46. The 
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6 
lever 50 is thereby pivotally mounted to the carriage 32 
without the need for additional fasteners or adhesives. 
The dowel portions 54 are aligned with respect to each 
other and are captured for rotation in the rounded ends 
of the grooves 44 and 46 to provide a pivotal connec 
tion between the carriage and lever. So long as the 
dowel portions 54 remain in the corresponding grooves 
44 and 46, the lever will be properly assembled to the 
carriage. 
As more particularly shown in FIGS. 2 and 4, the car 

riage together with the lever assembled thereto as de 
scribed is placed into a corresponding cavity 12. As 
shown, each desired cavity 12 is provided therein with 
three aligned contacts 16, 16’ and 16" along each of 
the sidewalls 4 and 6. In the position shown in FIG. 4 
the carriage 32 is disposed so that its conductor strip or 
contact 38 bridges between two selected contacts 16 
and 16’ on the wall 6, and the conductor strip or 
contact 40 bridges between two selected contacts 16 
and 16' on the sidewall 4. As shown in FIG. 2, the car 
riage 32 is wedged between the contacts 16 and 16', on 
the sidewall 6, and the contacts 16 and 16', on the side 
wall 4, thereby resiliently de?ecting the spring end por 
tions 28 of the contacts by cantilever de?ection gener 
ally toward the corresponding uprights 4 and 6. Such 
resilient de?ection assures a pressure engagement of 
the button portions 30 of the contacts against a corre 
sponding terminal strip or conductor strip 38 or 40 of 
the carriage. To complete the assembly, a generally in 
verted box-like cover generally illustrated at 60 is re 
ceived over the base 2. The cover has sidewalls 62 and 
64 which are received over the corresponding sidewalls 
4 and 6 with the springs or contacts 16 being received 
between the cover and base thereby to retain the 
contacts in place. The cover is generally made from a 
dielectric material which has some inherent spring re 
siliency so that the cover may be force-?tted over the 
base. The base and cover may therefore be attached 
without the need for separate fasteners or adhesives or 
the like. As shown, the lever 48 is received through an 
aperture 66 provided in the cover. As shown more par 
ticularly in FIGS. 2 and 5, the lever 48 is generally 
freely received through the aperture 66. As shown in 
FIG. 2 the aperture 66 has a pair of opposed sidewalls 
68 and 70 which are outwardly ?ared at each of their 
open ends in a slight hourglass con?guration forming 
opposed projecting portions 72 and 74 de?ning a 
slightly narrowed neck receiving the portion 50 of the 
lever therethrough. By providing the reduced necked 
portion, the possibility of frictional abrasion of the 
lever against the sidewalls 68 and 70 is reduced to abra 
sion only in the narrowed necked portion 72 and 74. As 
shown in FIG. 5, the aperture 66 has a pair of opposed 
sidewalls 76 and 78 which are outwardly ?ared at both 
the open ends of the aperture 66 to provide a generally 
hourglass shape to the aperture. With the carriage 32 
in the position shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, the lever 48 
projects through the aperture 66 at an incline. For ex 
ample, the sidewall 78, being outwardly ?ared at its 
ends, de?nes a projecting corner edge 80 at the narrow 
neck intersection of the ?ared ends. The edge 80 pro 
vides a cover portion serving as a fulcrum against and 
over which the lever 48 is pivoted to slidably displace 
the carriage 32 to a ?rst position as shown in FIGS. 4 
and 5. In such‘a position the lever 48 will be disposed 
at an angle projecting through the aperture 66 as shown 
in FIGS. 4 and 5. The carriage 32 will have its contact 
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or conductor strip 38 engaged electrically on corre 
sponding buttons 30 of a selected two of the contacts 
,16 and 16’which are adjacent'to thesidewall 6. Addi 
tionally the conductor strip or contact 40 of the car 
riage will likewise electrically engage corresponding 
buttons 30 of a selected two of the contacts 16 and 16' 
which are adjacent to the sidewall 4. Accordingly, the 
contacts 38 and 40 electrically bridge across selected 
pairs of adjacent contacts 16 and 16’ to complete a cor 
responding electrical circuit therebetween. Thus with 
the carriage 32 in the position shown in FIGS. 4 ‘and 5, 
such a position can be considered a “throw” of the 
switch and since two electrical circuits are completed 
between selected pairs of contacts the switch is consid 
ered‘the “double-throw” variety, with the contacts 16 
and‘ 16’ serving as the electrical “poles” of the switch. 
The carriage is also compressed between the opposed 

_ contacts‘ 16 andalso the opposed contacts 16'. Al 
though not shown, the lever 48 may also be pivoted to 
a second position. More specifically,‘ with reference to 
FIG. 5, the lever 48, shown in its ?rst position in FIG. 
5, may be pivoted against and over a'projecting corner 
edge 81' at the intersection of the ?ared ends of the ap 
erture sidewall 76 in the cover 60 so as to pivot the 
lever fully to‘a second position wherein its elongate 
centerline lies along the axis indicated at 82. The edge 
'81 of the sidewall 76 thereby provides a cover portion 
acting as'a fulcrum over which the lever is pivoted to 
its‘second position. With the lever in its second posi 
tion, the carriage 32'is slidably displaced from left to 
right in FIG’. 5. The carriage'y32_ is thereby displaced in 
ternally of the corresponding cavity 12 'such that it is 
interposed between the opposedcontacts 16 and also 
between the opposed contacts .16", at the same time 
being disengaged from the opposedcontacts l6’. Ac 
cordingly the respective electrical circuits formed by 
bridging'the conductor strips 38 and 40 between the 
respective adjacent electrical poles l6 and 16'. become 
interrupted, while at the same time the conductor strips 
.38 and 40 bridge between‘the correspondingadjacent 
pairs of electrical contacts 16 ‘and l6v"_to complete ad 
ditional electrical circuits between the bridged contacts 
l6’and '16", Thus the carriage ‘is in its‘second position 
has its contact or conductor strip 38 bridging between 
the poles 16 orl6" on'the sidewall 6 to complete a first 

7 electrical circuit, withthe electrical'conductor strip 40 
bridging between the adjacent contacts 16 and 16" on 

. the sidewall 4; to complete a second electrical circuit. 
Accordingly, the carriage in its second position serves 
as the second “throw" for the switch according‘to the 
present invention. Since two electrical circuits are 
completed by the switch, the switch according to the 
present invention operates as a double-throw double 
pole variety, with the contacts 16' serving as the elec 
trical poles of the switch. It should be noted that the 
conductor strips 38 and 40 engage electrically on the 
arcuate buttons or projections 30 of the contacts 16, 
16' and 16". The buttons or projections are arcuate so 
as-to reduce the sliding ‘friction of the conductor strips 
38 and 40 thereover. Since sliding contact is made be 
tweenrthe projections 30 and the conductor strips 38 
and 40, such sliding action produces a wiping action 
which scrub and clean the surfaces of the conductor 
strips 38 and 40 and the projections 30 to iniprove ‘the ‘ 
electrical contact therebetween. Since the conductor 
strips 38 and 40 are continuously maintained in com 
pression between opposed pairs of the contacts or poles 
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16, 16’ and 16" a pressure contact between each of the 
projections 30 and the corresponding conductor strips 
38 and 40 is always assured. Additionally the conduc 
tor strip 38 and 40 are maintained in compression 
against the periphery of the carriage 32, further obviat 
ing the need for fasteners or adhesives therefor. 
According to a further feature of the present inven 

tion reference will be made particularly to FIG. 5. As 
shown in the ?gure, the rounded end portion 52 of the 
lever 48 is pivotally displaced through an are generally 
indicated at 84. The base 2 has an interior bottomwall 
86 over which the end portion 52 is pivotally displaced. 
The bottomwall 86 has a projecting ridge 87 which ac 
cordingly is provided with an arcuate recess 88 to pro 
vide a clearance for the rounded end 52 as it is slidably 
displaced over the bottomwall 86 of the base. The re 
cess 88 further is provided with an arcuate projection 
90 generally centrally thereof. The ridge 87 and projec 
tion 90 as shown is 'molded integral with the bottomwall 
86 of the base. The ridge 87 is received in an inverted 
rectangular recess 89 of the carriage 32, enabling the 
carriage to straddle the ridge 87 which serves as a slid 
ing bearing surface to guide the carriage along the ridge 
in slidable traverse within the housing. 

In addition, the cover 60 has a projecting inverted 
wall 91 which is impressed over the carriage to provide 
a sliding bearing surface against which the carriage slid 
ably impinges when displaced internally of the housing. 
The rounded end 52 is forced to engage and slidably 
traverse over the arcuate projection 90 as the lever 48 ‘ 
ispivoted either to its ?rst position shown in FIG. 5 or 
to its second position whereby it lies along the center 
line 82. In order to pivot the lever 48 to either of its two 
positions as described, an operator must apply a pivot 
ing force to the knob 56 of the lever, thereby forcing 
the lever to pivot in the manner described and to addi 
tionally. forcibly traverse the rounded end 52 over the 

' projection 90. Some resistance to pivotal motion will 

40 be felt by the operator, which will be an indication that the switch is operating properly. When the lever 48 is 
fully pivoted to either of its two positions, the rounded 
end 52 thereof will become disengaged from the pro 

‘ jection 90, thereby giving an indication of feel to the 
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operator that the lever has clicked or suddenly sprung 
free from its’ resistance, thereby indicating the lever is 
fully pivoted to 'a corresponding one of its two posi 
tions. When the lever is fully pivoted to either of its two 
positions the projection 90 thereby remains in the arcu 
ate path of the rounded end 52 of the lever, thereby re 
sisting pivotal motion of the lever in the absence of piv 
oting forces applied thereto. The projection 90 accord 
ingly serves as a latch to prevent unwarrented pivotal 
motion in the absence of the applied pivoting forces, 
thereby further preventing the carriage 32 to slidably 
displace and undesirably interrupt the circuit‘paths in 
the absence of applied pivoting forces to the lever 48. 

As an additional feature of the present invention the 
lever is provided thereover with a generally cup-shaped 
grommet or washer 92 having a central aperture 94 
therethrough. The washer or grommet 92 registers 
within the groove 56 of the knob and engages continu 
ously on a generally arcuate projection 96 on the hous 
ing 60, thereby covering the aperture 66 which receives 
the lever 48 therethrough, so as to prevent contami 
nants from entering the corresponding internal cavity 
12. The switch assembly as described may be dupli 
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cated to provide an array of switches of any desired 
number within a single housing or DIP package.‘ 
The cover may be sealed to the base, for example, by 

applying a band of adhesive on the outer periphery of 
the base, including the sidewalls 4 and 6 and the end~ 
most partitions, such as 8. Then when the cover 60 is 
assembled over the base, the band of adhesive forms a 
seal to prevent entry of contaminants into the housing. 

The cover 60 is assembled over the sidewalls and par 
titions’8 of the base such that the overlapping margins 
of the cover and base provide a substantial surface area 
of contact therebetween. The adjacent margins of the 
cover and base thereby‘ form a relatively long sealing 
path to prevent the flow of contaminants and liquid sol 
der into the switch interior, particularly when an adhe 
sive is applied between the margins and there is pres 
sure between the assembled cover and base margins. 
With more particular reference to FIGS. 6 — 12, an 

other preferred embodiment according to the present 
invention 'willbe described in detail. - 
As shown in FIG. 6, there is illustrated at 98 another 

preferred embodiment of the switch according to the 
present invention. Such switchcomprises an array of 
individual switches,» the details of an individual switch 
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being further described hereafter as a preferred em— 
bodiment. , 

The switch array 98 is mounted to.a printed circuit 
board illustrated at 100, withv individual conductor 
paths 102 provided on the printed circuit board in the 
usual fashion. I 

With reference to FIGS. 8 through 12, a preferred 
embodiment of an individual switch will be described 
in detail. More particularly in FIG. 9 there is illustrated 
a dielectric housing 104» generally of channel shape 
having a pair ofopposing elongated sidewalls 106 and 
108 which are integral ‘with end walls, one of which is 
shown at 110. The base‘ 104 additionally is provided 
with a bottomwall'112 from which the walls 106, 108 
and 110 project. The sidewalla 106 and 108 are pro 
vided with a series of channels or grooves 114 similar 
to the grooves ‘14 of the preferred embodiment de 
scribed in conjunction with FIGS. 1 - 5. Accordingly 
the grooves 114-are parallel in nature and extend over 
the exterior surfaces of the‘ sidewalls 106 and l08‘and 
‘receive therein corresponding resilient metal springs 
116, 116' or 116". Each of the springs has an end por 
tion 118 protruding from the base bottomwall 112 to 
form depending electrically conducting leads or termi 
nals for pluggable external connection to a printed cir 
cuit board 100. The end portions 118 thus provide 
electrical leads which are aligned along the sidewalls 
106 and 108. The spacings between the aligned leads 
correspond with the spacings between apertures pro 
vided in the printed circuit board 100 into which the 
leads 118 are inserted. Such apertures are usually lined 
with plating to allow constructed solder joints between 
the plating lined apertures and the leads thereby me 
chanically and electrically supporting leads within the 
apertures. Thus such solder joints may connect the 
leads electrically to selected circuit paths 102 provided‘ 
on the printed circuit board 100. As in the prior em 
bodiment the contact ends 118 may be provided 
thereon with longitudinal flutes 120 for the purpose 
similar to the ?utes 26 described in conjunction with 
the prior disclosed embodiment‘. It is to be understood 
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however that such ?utes are optional and may be elimi 
nated in either of the embodiments if desired. 
The other end 122 of each spring or contact 116, 

116' and 116". is generally of inverted U-shape to pro 
vide a curved portion to overlie the corresponding side 
wall 106 or 108 and to project generally into the corre 
sponding internal cavity de?ned between the sidewalls 
and the end walls 1 10. Each of the contact ends 122 are 
arcuate about an axis longitudinally of the contacts to 
provide an arcuate electrical contact surface for a pur 
pose to be explained hereinafter. The end portions 122 
of the springs generally project into the internal cavity 
of the base 110 and in diagonal diverging relationship 
with the corresponding sidewalls 106 and 108. This 
permits the spring portions 122 to be resiliently de 
?ected in resilient cantilever spring motion from its di 
verging relationship toward the corresponding sidewall 
for a purpose to be explained hereinafter. 
As shown more particularly in FIGS. 9 and 11, there 

is illustrated a carriage generally at 124 fabricated from 
dielectric material and generally of rectangular block 
con?guration. Each side of the block has a correspond 
ing recess 126 or 128 on the external surfaces thereof. 
Each side is further provided thereon with an electrical 
conductor strip of resilient spring metal 130 or 132. 
The two conductor strips form spring contacts or con 
ducting contact elements which are provided at the 
ends thereof with corresponding laterally formed U 
shaped portions 134 and 136. ‘ Each of the spring 
contacts is assembled to the corresponding side of the 
block with the ends 134 and 136 partially encircling the 
block as shown in FIGS. 7, 9 and 10. Tabs 138 and 140 
are provided respectively on the contact portions 134 
and 136. The tabs register in a pair of recesses 142 pro 
vided in the block, thereby permitting the contacts 130 
and 132 to partially encircle the block. In addition, 
each of the contacts 130 and 132 are mounted upon 
laterally projecting ?anges 144 and 146 integral on the 
block and adjacent to the bottom surface 148 of the 
block. As shown in FIGS. 8 and 12, the carriage block 
124 is mounted within the internal cavity of the base 
104 with the bottomwall 148' of the block in slidable 
registration on the surface of thebottomwall 112 of the 
base. As shown more particularly in FIGS. 7 - 12, the 
base bottomwall 112 is provided thereon with an inte 
gral projecting ridge or rail 150 elongated in a direction 
generally extending between the end walls 110 of the 
base 104. As shown in FIG. 7, the projection 150 is pro 
vided with an elongated recess 152. As shown the re 
cess 152 is also generally elongated along the length of 
the projection 150. The recess is provided with gener 
ally arcuate end walls 154 with opposed generally par 
allel sidewalls 156 connecting the end walls 154. The 
sidewalls 156 are provided with undulated surfaces cre 
ated by spaced arcuate projections 158 which project 
into the recess 152. The carriage or block 124 is pro 
vided with generally inverted rectangular recess de 
fined by planar bottomwall 160 and opposed sidewalls 
162. The opposed sidewalls 162 straddle the base pro 
jection 150 to provide a sliding bearing surface for the 
carriage 124 along the projection 150. In addition the 
bottomwall 160 of the block 124 slidably engages 
against the surface of the block 150 also to provide a 
sliding bearing surface for slidable actuation of the car 
riage along the projection 150. Centrally of the block 
124 is provided a resilient expansion element which is 
bifurcated to form a pair of depending fingers 162 
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which project into the recess 162 of the block. The ?n 
gers 162 are advantageously molded integrally with the 
block 124 and are provided with arcuate surfaces illus 
trated in FIG. 7 for registration against the sidewalls 
156 provided in the projection 150. The ?ngers 162 are 
resiliently deflectable toward and away from each 
other, such that they are partially de?ected toward 
each other when in registration against the sidewalls 
156. Uponslidable displacement of the carriage 124 
along the projection 150, the resilient ?ngers 162 will 
resiliently spread apart and register in the relatively 
wide spaces between the projections 158 so as to latch 
or detent the carriage 124 in place at a desired position. 
When it is desired to displace the carriage to another 
position, the carriage is displaced along the projection 
150 with the spring ?ngers 162 being forced to resil 
iently de?ect toward each other as they are forcibly tra 
versed and squeezed between opposed projections 158 
of the sidewalls 156. The arcuate surfaces of the pro 
jections 158 and of the fingers 162 permit relative case 20 
in slidably displacing the ?ngers over the surfaces of ‘ 
the projections without excessive friction or binding. 
The block 124 is provided with a planar top surface 

166 which provides a sliding bearing surface for a pur 
pose to be described. The transverse slot 168 is pro 
vided in the surface 166 for a purpose to be described 
hereinafter. ~ 

As shown with reference to FIGS. 8, 9 and 12, the 
switch further includes a cam element in the form of a 
stepped cylindrical shaft illustrated generally at 170. 
The cam element includes a central enlarged cylindri 
cal portion 172 coaxial with a reduced cylindrical por 
tion 174 with a stepped shoulder. 176 provided at the 
intersection of the coaxial cylindrical portions 172 and 
174. The cylindrical portion 174 is domed and pro 
vided with a transverse groove 178. a resilient sealing 
ring 180 is received over the cylindrical portion 174 in 
registration against the shoulder 176. A short cylindri 
cal stem or shaft 182 depends from a substantially pla 
nar inverted bottom surface 184 of the'cylindrical por 
tion 172. The bottom surface is rotatable over the top 
surface 166 of the block 124,‘ the surfaces 166 and 124 
thus being bearing surfaces for low frictional resistance 
to rotation of the cam element and translation of the 
block 124(The shaft 182 is substantially offset from the 
common cylindrical axis of the coaxial cylindrical por 
tions 172 and 174. The cam element 170 is assembled 
over the block 124 with the shaft 182 being received 
internally of the transverse groove 168. In addition the 
surface 184 of the cam element is a bearing surface in 
registration on the planar surface 166 of the carriage 
124, also a bearing surface, such that the cam element 
may be slidably displaced over the surface 166 in a 
manner to _be described. ~ . 

To complete the. switch, a cover portion 186 of di 
electric material is in the form of an inverted container 
having sidewalls 188 and endwalls 190 which are re 
ceived over the base member 104. More particularly, 
the sidewalls 188 are received overlapped against the 
corresponding sidewalls, 106 and 108 of the base 104. 
Each of the end walls 1900f the cover are received 
overlapped against at least one of the endwalls 110 of 
the base 104. Asshown in FIG. 8, the contacts 116, 
116' and 116" are received in compression between 
the sidewalls 188 of the cover and the corresponding 
sidewalls 106 and 108, thereby rigidly retaining the 
contacts in desired parallel alignment. In addition, the 
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cover 186 has a bottomwall 192 which impinges against 
the top surfaces of the sidewalls 106 and 108, the top 
surfaces of the end walls 110 and against the inverted 
U-shaped portions of the contacts 116, 116' and 116". 
Accordingly, the cover and base with their abutting 
margins overlap over relatively large surface areas 
which, when tightly compressed together prevent the 
passage of contaminants and flow of molten solder into 
the interior of the base 104. If desired an adhesive may 
be coated between the abutting surfaces of the cover 
and base further serving to seal the margins thereof 
against the flow of contaminants. In addition, the rela 
tively large surface areas of contact between the base 
and cover serve also to prevent the ?ow of adhesive 

' into the interior of the switch merely by limiting the ap 
plication of adhesives to but a small area portion of the 
abutting surfaces. 
As shown in FIGS. 8 and 12, the cover is provided 

with a thickened portion 194 which projects from the 
surface 192. The thickened portion 194 is provided 
with a stepped interior bore 196 which provides cylin 
drical bearing surfaces rotatably receiving the cam ele 
ment 170. The seal 180 is retained in compression be 
tween the cam element and the cover 186 to prevent 
contaminants from entering the switch through the 
stepped bore 196. The housing further is provided with 
a domed lip 198 which overlaps and encircles the pe 
riphery of the reduced cylindrical portion 174 to en 
close the surfaces of the cam element 170 further, and 
thus provide a relatively long path further sealing the 
flow of contaminants into the switch. The thickened 
portion 194 has an inverted planar bearing surface 200 
which slidably abuts against the bearing surface 166 of 
the carriage. 

In operation, a suitable tool such as a screw driver is 
inserted into the groovel78 of the cam element 170 to 
rotate the stepped cylindrical cam element either 
clockwise or counter-clockwise. The offset shaft 182 
will then be displaced through an arc illustrated in FIG. 
10 at 202. Since the shaft 182 is received in the slot 
168, the arcuate displacement of the shaft 182 ‘will 
force the carriage‘to translate back and forth by slid 
able displacement along the elongated projection 150, 
with the bearing surfaces 184 and 166 allowing such 
displacement without undue frictional resistance. The 
shaft 182 will freely translate back and forth in the slot 
168, whereas the carriage will be restricted from trans 
lation in a direction transverse to the elongated projec 
tion 150, since the carriage straddles the projection. An 
advantage resides in the cam element being fully capa 
ble of 360° rotation without providing positive stops 
which might be broken or defeated by excessive force 
actuating the switch cam. The cam element can never 
be broken during actuation thereof. Accordingly, the 
slidable traverse of the carriage as described will con 
nect the conducting elements 130 and 132 with desired 
contacts 116, 116' or 116" to provide a double-throw, 
double-pole switch, with such contacts operating as the 
poles of such a switch. When the carriage is received 
between opposed contacts, the contacts will be resil 
iently de?ected toward the corresponding sidewalls 
106 and 108 to insure pressure applied between the 
contacts and the contact elements 130 and 132 pro 
vided on the carriage 124. The arcuate shape of the 
contacts 116, 116', and 116" provide dome shapes 
over which the corresponding contact elements 130 
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and 132 slidably impinge without undue frictional resis 
tance. 

Thus the carriage is slidably traversed, yet retained in 
desired position by the abutting bearing surfaces on the 
component parts of the switch. By selecting the compo 
nent parts from a dielectric material having low surface 
friction properties, the component parts may be assem 
bled and retained with their surfaces in opposed abut 
ment with one another while their abutting surfaces 
provide sliding bearing surfaces enabling the carriage 
to slidably traverse over the abutting surfaces thereof 
without producing frictional resistance. In addition, a 
need for separate fasteners or adhesives is eliminated 
to assure ease in manufacture and assembly of the com 
ponent parts. The dielectric parts can be readily 
molded such that all the appendages, bearing surfaces 
and recesses on the various parts may be provided 
quickly in molding operations without a need for sepa 
rate machining or fabrication by assembly. 
FIGS. 13-16 illustrate a modi?cation of the preferred 

embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 6-12. With reference 
to FIG. 13, the modi?ed embodiment includes a dielec 
tric base or housing 104" similar to the housing 104. 
The housing 104' includes’ side walls 106 and 108 and 
end walls 110. As shown in FIG. 14, grooves 114 are 
provided in the end walls 106 and 108 to receive 
contact 116, 116' and 116" in similar fashion as the 
previously disclosed embodiment. 
As shown in FIGS. 13 and 15, the base or housing 

104’ includes a bottom wall 112’ similar to the previous 
housing 104. However, the bottom wall 112' differs in 
that it includes a pair of elongated projecting rails 201 
which de?ne therebetween a groove or track 203. For 
example the rails 201 may be molded integral with the 
bottom wall 112. The modi?cation further includes a 
carriage 124' which is similar to the carriage 124 in 
that it includes the elongated slot 168' similar to the 
slot 168 of the previous embodiment. Certain portions 
of the carriage 124' are illustrated in phantom outline 
for clarity. The carriage 124’ includes a pair of project 
ing and depending feet portions 204 which project out 
wardly of the carriage 124 in an outrigger arrangement. 
As shown more particularly in FIG. 15, the carriage 
124' carries a pair of contacts 132’ and 130’ which are 
similar to the contacts 130 and 132. The projecting feet 
204 are in sliding registration within the track 203. The 
rails 201 de?ning the track are received within an in~ 
verted recess 162’ of the carriage 124'. The carriage 
124' is thus slidably received along the track 203. The 
outrigger con?guration of the feet portions 204 and the 
relatively arcuate peripheries thereof provide relative 
ease in sliding between the rails. 
As shown more particularly in FIGS. 13, 14, and 16, 

the modi?ed embodiment of FIGS. 13—16 further in 
cludes a cam element 170' similar to the cam element 
170. A central cylindrical enlarged portion 172’ of the 
cam element is similar to the central enlarged portion 
172 except that it is partially hollowed out at 206 to 
provide the cylindrical periphery of the central en 
larged portion 172' with a relatively thin web segment 
208. As shown in the ?gures the web portion 208 is de 
?ned between a pair of kerfs which make the web por 
tion resiliently deflectable in and out of the cylindrical 
periphery. The web portion 208 is further provided 
with an integral arcuate surfaced projection 210 for a 
purpose to be described. The cam element further in 
cludes a depending offset shaft 182' similar to the shaft 
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182 for registration within the slot 168'. As ‘in the em 
bodiment before, when the cam element 170 is turned, 
the shaft 182’ is forcibly disposed through an are which 
creates the desired reciprocation of the carriage 124’ 
along the rails 201, switching the contact elements 130' 
and 132' between the contacts 116, 116' and 116" 
which are mounted in the grooves 114'. Rotation of the 
cam element is accomplished for example by insertion 
of a coin or screwdriver into the transverse slot 178’ 
provided in the reduced cylindrical portion 174’. In ad 
dition, the reduced cylindrical portion 174' is provided 
with a recess 212 which is pointer shaped to indicate 
the position of the offset shaft 182'. 
As shown more particularly in FIGS. 14 and 16, the 

cover portion 104’ is provided with a relatively thick 
ened portion 194’ similar to the corresponding thick 
ened portion 194. The thickened portion 194' is pro 
vided with a cylindrical recess therein for receiving the 
enlarged cylindrical portion 172' of the cam element. 
In addition the thickened portion 194 is provided with 
a plurality of recesses or detents 214 spaced about the 
cylindrical recessed portion which receives the cam el 
ement. When the cam element is rotated, the project 
ing portion 210 is rotated into registration in turn 
within each of the detents 214. Since the flap 208 is re 
silient, the projection 210 will provide a snap action 
when brought into registration within a detent to pro 
vide a tactile feel for indicating to an operator of the 
cam element the position of the carriage during a 
switching function. ’ 

What has been described is a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. It is to be understood that 
other embodiments and modi?cations of the present 
invention will become apparent to one having ordinary 
skill in the art as de?ned within the spirit and scope of 
the appended claims wherein: 
What is claimed is: 
1. A switch comprising: a base of dielectric material, 

a cover of dielectric material overlying said base, said 
base and said cover together comprising a housing, at 
least two adjacent electrically conducting springs on 
each opposed side of said base, said springs having ?rst 
portions projecting in depending relationship from said 
base to provide electrical terminals protruding exter 
nally of said base for making electrical connections ex 
ternally of said housing, said springs having second por 
tions in opposed spaced relationship in said housing, a 
carriage slidably received for sliding displacement in 
said housing, said carriage being received between 
each opposed pair of second portions of said springs 
and having a ?rst and a second conductor strip on op 
posed sides of said carriage, said carriage being dis 
placeable to a ?rst position and having a ?rst conductor 
strip electrically engaging two adjacent springs to com 
plete a ?rst electrical circuit therebetween, said car 
riage being displaceable to said ?rst position and hav 
ing said second conductor strip electrically engaging 
two adjacent springs to complete a second electrical 
circuit therebetween, said carriage being displaceable 
in said housing to a second position to disengage said 
?rst conductor strip from one of said springs and 
thereby interrupt said ?rst electrical circuit, and to dis 
engage said second conductor strip from another of 
said springs and thereby interrupt said second circuit, 
and a lever on said carriage protruding externally of 
said housing for receiving applied forces thereto for 
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pivoting said lever and for displacing said carriage to 
‘ either of said ?rst or said second positions. 

2. The structure as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
lever includes a pivotal connection to said carriage, 
said housing having an aperture receiving said lever 
therethrough, and said housing having at least a portion 
adjacent said aperture to provide a fulcrum over which 
said lever is pivoted, said lever being pivotally displace 
able in one direction to slidably displace said carriage 
to said first position, said lever being pivotally displace 
able in a second direction to slidably displace the car 
riage to said second position. 

3. The structure as recited in claim 2, wherein said 
pivotal connection comprises projecting dowel por 
tions on said lever, said carriage having a pair of in 
verted grooves respectively receiving said dowel por 
tions, and further including: an opening in said carriage 
freely receiving said lever therethrough. 

4. The structure as recited in claim 2, wherein said 
base includes a projection thereon, said lever having an 
end slidably engageable over said projection upon piv 
otal displacement of said lever in either of said ?rst di 
rection or said second direction, said projection provid 
ing a latch to prevent pivotal motion of said lever in the 
absence of forces applied to said lever. 

5. The structure as recited in claim 2, wherein each 
of said springs inter?ts with a groove on said base, said 
cover overlies said base, and said cover retains said 
springs between said base and said cover. 

6. A sealed switch, comprising: 
a housing, 
a plurality of electrical contacts having ?rst portions 
protruding from said base providing electrical ter 
minals externally of said base, 

said electrical contacts having second portions inter 
nally of said housing in spaced relationship, 

a carriage having an electrical conductor element 
and being displaceable in said housing for engage 
ment of said conductor element sequentially with 
selected contact second portions, 

a cylindrical cam element protruding from an aper 
ture provided in said housing, 

a sealing ring encircling said cam element and in seal 
ing compression between said cam element and 
said housing to seal said housing aperture from 
leakage of contaminants into said housing, 

said cam element being rotatable about ?xed axis of 
rotation, and 

means connecting said cam element and said carriage 
for transmitting rotation of said cam element into 
linear displacement of said carriage, whereby rota 
tion of said cam element causes translation of said 
carriage to engage said conductor element against 

' selected contact second portions. 
7. A structure as recited in claim 6, wherein said 

means includes: 
a cylindrical projection depending from said cam ele 
ment and being offset from the axis of rotation of 
said cam element, whereby rotation of said cam el 
ement causes a curvalinear displacement of said 
projection about the cam element axis of rotation, 

an elongated slot in said carriage extending trans 
versely of the direction of linear displacement of 
said carriage; and 
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said slot receiving the projection therein, said projec 

tion upon curvilinear displacement thereof causing 
linear translation of said carriage and simultaneous 
translation of said projection along said slot. 

8. The structure as recited in claim 6, and further in 
cluding: 

said housing being provided with a plurality of de 
tents, 

a resilient projection depending from said carriage 
for registration in said detents, said projection 
being resiliently de?ected by said housing and resil 
iently de?ecting into registration with each detent 
in turn to position and locate said carriage in de 
sired positions within said housing. 

9. The structure as recited in claim 8, wherein said 
projection means comprises a pair of resilient ?ngers 
integral with said carriage, said detent means comprises 
a slot having relatively wide and relatively narrow 
width portions, 

said ?ngers being forcibly resiliently deflected to 
ward each other upon passage of said ?ngers along 
said relatively narrow portions of said slot, and said 
?ngers being permitted to resiliently deflect away 
from each other for registration within said rela 
tively wide portions of said slot and thereby detent 
said carriage in desired positions, with said ?ngers 
being in registration in said slot between relatively 
narrow portions of said slot to provide a resilient 
latch against displacement of said carriage from 
said desired positions. 

10. The structure as recited in claim 6, wherein, said 
carriage slidably abuts said base portion and said cover 
portion, and said cam element slidably abuts said car 
riage. 

11. The structure as recited in claim 6, wherein said 
base portion and said cover portion overlap each other 
to provide relatively large surface areas abutting to re 
sist flow of contaminants. 

12. The structure as recited in claim 6, and further 
including: 

said housing being provided with a plurality of de 
tents, 

a resilient portion on said cam element for registra 
tion in turn within each of said detents, said projec 
tion being resiliently de?ected into and out of reg 
istration within said detents to position and locate 
said carriage in desired positions within said hous 
ing. 

13. The structure as recited in claim 12, wherein said 
cam element is provided with a substantially hollow 
portion defining a resilient ?ap portion to which said 
projection is mounted, said housing having said detents 
spaced opposite the periphery of said cam element, and 
said projection adapted for registration in turn with 
each of said detents as said cam element is rotated. 

14. The structure as recited in claim 6, wherein the 
housing includes a bottom wall provided with a track, 
said carriage being provided with a pair projecting feet 
slidably received in said track. 

15. The structure as recited in claim 14, wherein said 
feet project outwardly in outrigger relationship from 
said carriage to assist said carriage in slidable displace 
ment within said housing. 

* as * * >|= 


